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Crafts are pure forms of skilled work that were followed by people in a family. People work on
various designs and these are generally categorized under decorative arts. Crafts men use natural
items like wood, clay, ceramics, glass, textiles and metal. If we look into the history of crafts these
were generally followed in the urban areas. Crafts were generally used for trading and goods
exchange. However, the crafts men usually had a good educational background and they
demanded a high status in the economy. They had a more privileged place than the peasants.
There are different types of crafts, or in other words we can say that there are different fields of
crafts. These fields branch out into different or complimentary type of craft. Hence if one is looking
to becoming craftsmen or working in this field, he needs to be aware of the different fields that are
available and which would be the best suited based on his skill. Let us look at the different kinds of
task one by one.

The first kind of craft is the textile craft. When we say textile crafts, the first thing that comes to our
mind is the textile industries that are found in different parts of the globe. So what do these textiles
use? This type of crafts work use different materials like fabric, yarn or surface design. Few
examples of them are knitting, quilting, appliquÃ©, weaving and dyeing. If we have to categorize their
work then they come under decorative or fashion crafts categories. We would have seen a lot of
fashion shows like the Michael Adams and Roberto Cavell that feature on our television. I have
seen few of them watch the different kinds of crafts that these people use on their television
powered by Comcast Cable. Some of the end products from the textile crafts are sweater or wall
hanging. In spite of having other product, textile industries mostly use fabrics. Textiles also use silk
fabric dyeing which look very appealing and has creative designs and you can use dye however,
you want as per your tastes.

The second kinds of crafts that are usually found are paper crafts that implies to paper to make
crafts. Most children learn to make paper crafts when they are at school and pre-school. Some of
the paper crafts include papier-mÃ¢chÃ©, calligraphy and papermaking. The other kind of crafts is the
decorative crafts. This includes Furniture making, metalwork, stenciling, stained glass, gilding,
sponge ware, surface design of walls such as basketry and dried flowers fall into the category of
decorative crafts. Decorative includes toy making as well. Today, furniture making has combined a
lot with metalwork. Also you find arts and crafts and home dÃ©cor magazines that are showcasing a
plenty of furniture that are constructed from wood combined with metal work legs to trim. These
metal works tends to give an industrial look however, there is a good amount of ornate metal work
added.

The next kind of crafts is the fashion crafts. Even some of these feature more on our televisions
nowadays. These types of crafts are used by many people today. Some of these are jewelry, hats,
leather works like shoes, belts and handbags and finally garments. While making these crafts it
includes jewelry which contains metal work. Apart from these garments are also fabricated by
sewing. Some of these can also be classified as a textile craft. Some of the examples of fashion
crafts are Jewelry making are wrapped leather bracelet. The fifth kind of craft is the functional crafts
which include other kinds of crafts as well. Say for example decorative pottery is made with
components that are okay for your customers to eat from such as serving platters or utensils. Many
furniture crafts are primarily functional but can also be quite decorative.
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